A simple framework for assessing the sensitivity of mountain watersheds to warming-driven snowpack loss
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Abstract The common observation that snowpack increases with elevation suggests that a catchment’s elevation distribution should be a robust indicator of its potential to store snow and its sensitivity to snowpack loss. To capture a wide range of potential elevation-based responses, we used Monte Carlo methods to simulate 20,000 watershed elevation distributions. We applied a simple function relating warming, elevation, and snowpack to explore snowpack losses from the simulated elevation distributions. Regression analyses demonstrate that snowpack loss is best described by three parameters that identify the central tendency, variance, and shape of each catchment’s elevation distribution. Equal amounts of snowpack loss can occur even when catchments are centered within different elevation zones; this stresses the value of also measuring the variance and shape of elevation distributions. Responses of the simulated elevation distributions to warming are nonlinear and emphasize that the sensitivity of mountain forests to snowpack loss will likely be watershed dependent.

1. Introduction

Throughout the world, communities living in dry low-elevation valleys depend on water from high-elevation snowpack. The timing and amount of water release from snowpack sets the pace and potential of human activities such as irrigation, power generation, and availability of municipal water supply [Clark, 2010]. Recent studies have documented a reduction in the proportion of precipitation falling as snow [Knowles et al., 2006], widespread decreases in snow water equivalent (SWE) [Mote et al., 2005], and earlier snowmelt from mountain regions [Stewart, 2009]. Many of these changes are linked to increases in the elevation of the freezing level [Abatzoglou, 2011] and accelerated warming at high elevations [Rangwala and Miller, 2012]. Warming and changes in snow accumulation and melt have important implications for the spatial distribution of plant communities [Ford et al., 2013], forest greenness [Trujillo et al., 2012], growth rates of high-elevation tree species [Salzer et al., 2009], and annual patterns of carbon and nitrogen cycling [Brooks et al., 2011].

Tools for estimating snow accumulation and melt operate at different spatial and temporal scales. Small-scale models, which retain the detailed physics of the energy balance, are useful for evaluating how changes in local-scale energy budgets affect snowpack dynamics. For example, Kumar et al. [2012] used the SNOBAL model [Marks et al., 1998] to locally demonstrate how less frequent but more intense storm events could increase the maximum seasonal SWE. Coarser, large-scale energy balance approaches have been used to evaluate temporal trends in SWE for the western U.S. [Mote et al., 2005]. Remote sensing observations (satellite and airborne lidar) of snow cover depth and extent, coupled with in situ measurement of snow density offer improvements for estimating SWE over tens to hundreds of square kilometers [Barrett, 2003; Girotto et al., 2014; Harpold et al., 2014; Kirchner et al., 2014; Rice et al., 2011].

Field studies, remote sensing, and modeling efforts all demonstrate that snow depth and water equivalent typically increase with elevation [e.g., Abatzoglou, 2011; Bradley et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011; Ford et al., 2013; Girotto et al., 2014; Kirchner et al., 2014; Rice et al., 2011]. Given this consistent relationship between SWE and elevation, and the expectation of global warming in the range of 1.7 to 4.8°C by 2081–2100 [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014], we argue that a watershed’s elevation distribution should strongly influence its
response to warming-driven snowpack loss. Because catchments draining mountainous terrain exhibit a wide variety of elevation distributions, we expect that snowpack losses will vary from catchment to catchment, generating a complex pattern at the landscape scale.

Here we present a theoretical framework and simulation results designed to quantify the elevation-based sensitivity of mountain watersheds to warming-driven snowpack loss. We identify the metrics important in characterizing a watershed’s elevation-based susceptibility to snowpack loss and link our simulation results to landscape sensitivities.

2. Methods and Experimental Design

2.1. Elevation-Based Framework

2.1.1. Elevation Characteristics of Northern Rocky Mountain Watersheds

We characterized the elevation distributions of 3175 mountain watersheds in the U.S. northern Rocky Mountains (Figure S1 in the supporting information), a region covering large portions of central Idaho and western Montana and Wyoming. Variations in the lithology and the tectonic and geomorphic histories of the area produce a diverse set of watershed elevation distributions ideal for testing the sensitivity of mountain catchments to snowpack loss. The characterized watersheds range in size from 18 km² to 850 km², with a mean area of 86 km² and a mean elevation of 1900 m. We used 30 m resolution data from the National Elevation Dataset [Gesch et al., 2002] for our elevation-based analyses.

Several common probability distributions were fit to the northern Rocky Mountain elevation distributions. The goodness of fit for each distribution was determined using the Bayesian Information Criterion [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008]. More than 88% (2804) of the surveyed elevation distributions were best described by the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution [Kotz and Nadarajah, 2000]. The GEV distribution is convenient because its probability density function (PDF, equation (1)) can be used to model a variety of distribution types.

$$f(x|\mu, \sigma, k) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\sigma} \exp \left( - \left( 1 + k \frac{(x - \mu)}{\sigma} \right)^{-\frac{1}{k}} \right) \left( 1 + k \frac{(x - \mu)}{\sigma} \right)^{-\frac{1}{k}}, & k \neq 0 \\
\frac{1}{\sigma} \exp \left( - \exp \left( - \frac{(x - \mu)}{\sigma} - \left( \frac{(x - \mu)}{\sigma} \right)^{-1} \right) \right), & k = 0 
\end{cases} \tag{1}$$

In the context of this study, the location parameter ($\mu$) determines the elevation where the distribution is centered (Figure 1a); similar metrics of location include the mean, median, or mode. The scale parameter ($\sigma$) determines the variability in the distribution by “compacting” or “stretching” it (Figure 1b); similar metrics for scale include variance or standard deviation. The shape parameter ($k$) describes the asymmetry and tail behavior of the distribution and is analogous to descriptors such as skewness and kurtosis (Figure 1c). For the natural watershed elevation distributions, no correlation was observed between the GEV parameters location and scale or location and shape (Figure S2) or between any of the GEV parameters and watershed drainage area (Figure S3). A correlation was observed between the scale and shape parameters; a regression was developed (Figure S4) and used in the simulation of elevation distributions.

2.1.2. Monte Carlo Simulation of Mountain Watershed Elevation Distributions

Monte Carlo methods were used to simulate 20,000 elevation distributions that cover a wide range of potential watershed elevation distribution types. The distributions were randomly generated using the GEV PDF (equation (1)) for a given set of location, scale, and shape parameters selected at random from values observed in the U.S. northern Rocky Mountains. Because shape and scale are correlated in natural watersheds (Figure S4), we maintained the observed covariance structure by selecting a shape parameter for each randomly drawn scale parameter in the regression equation (Figure S4). The shape-scale correlation of simulated elevation distributions ($r = -0.566$) closely matched that of real-world elevation distributions ($r = -0.574$).

Using a Monte Carlo approach and the GEV distribution to generate synthetic watershed elevation distributions is advantageous for several reasons. First, the synthetic distributions reflect the characteristics of the natural landscape but overcome potential spatial autocorrelation issues. Second, our simulated
distributions filled in gaps in our sample of natural watersheds, allowing us to explore elevation distributions not common in our sample from the U.S. northern Rocky Mountains. Third, the GEV distribution is defined by three parameters and provides a parsimonious system for distinguishing different distribution types.

2.2. Current and Future Peak SWE-Elevation Relationship

2.2.1. Peak SWE-Elevation Relationship

The peak SWE-elevation relationship defines how average annual peak SWE varies with elevation. We chose peak SWE as a metric of focus because it represents the maximum water accumulation in a snowpack on an annual basis and is important for understanding current snow storage patterns and predicting future ones. We used 1 km² gridded estimates of SWE from the National Weather Service’s Snow Data Assimilation System (SNODAS) [Barrett, 2003; Carroll et al., 2003], a national-scale snow mass and energy model based on SNThERM.89 [Jordan, 1991], to estimate the average peak SWE-elevation relationship for water years 2004–2012. A raster of peak SWE was matched to elevation grids of the same resolution, enabling the calculation of mean peak SWE for each elevation. Although the 2004–2012 water years represent a relatively short time period, they capture a wide range of climatic variability. The 1 April SWE during the 2004–2012 water years ranged from 50 to 130% of the 1981–2010 median 1 April SWE based on SNOTEL records located in the same region. Thus, the SNODAS records represent a range of potential snowpack conditions. However, the number of SNODAS pixels at the highest elevations (>3800 m) within the region of our SWE-based analysis is limited and may not be representative.

We focused on a 36,000 km² subregion central to the overall study area to estimate the peak SWE-elevation relationship (Figure S1). The selected region covers a wide range of climate types from maritime influenced to drier continental areas and broadly represents the region of our elevation-based analyses. We evaluated the peak SWE-elevation relationship for other regions within the U.S. northern Rocky Mountains and found that the overall patterns were broadly consistent; peak SWE-elevation relationships have a sigmoidal shape. For all of the surveyed subregions, peak SWE was smallest at low elevations. Near ~1000 m, peak SWE increased rapidly, and at higher elevations, the rate of increase of peak SWE was near zero. While these basic patterns were consistent across the region, maximum peak SWE values and maximum rates of
increase in peak SWE can vary with location. The sigmoidal function presented below should be calibrated using local peak SWE-elevation relationships when exact estimates of SWE loss are needed. Because our focus is on developing an elevation-based framework, we chose to use a peak SWE-elevation relationship from a subregion that is broadly representative of the larger region (Figure S1).

2.2.2. Modeling the Current Peak SWE-Elevation Relationship

We used the Richard’s growth function, a sigmoidal function, to empirically describe the relationship between peak SWE and elevation (Figure 2a) and to predict future warming-driven modifications (Figure 2b). Peak snow water equivalent ($SWE_{pk}$) for a given elevation, $elev_i$ (where $i$ ranges from the minimum to maximum elevation) is described using equation (2):

\[
SWE_{pk}(elev_i) = \frac{A}{1 + v \exp \left(1 + \frac{M}{A} \left(1 + v\right)^{\lambda + 1}(\lambda - elev_i)\right)}^{1/v}
\]  

(2)

where $A$ sets the maximum peak SWE, $M$ is the maximum slope of the curve, $\lambda$ is a location parameter, and $v$ influences the shape of the function (the location and shape parameters for equation (2) are not related to the location and shape parameter for the GEV PDF, equation (1)). The empirically derived parameters of the Richards equation are convenient because they set a maximum peak SWE value ($A$) and curve slope ($M$). The location parameter ($\lambda$) can be used to assess the elevation at which SWE exhibits the most rapid increase. These parameters can easily be adjusted to model different observed relationships between peak SWE and elevation and could be used to compare peak SWE-elevation relationships across different mountain regions.

2.2.3. Modeling Potential Future Peak SWE-Elevation Relationships

To model how warming could affect peak SWE, we applied a typical lapse rate of $-0.65^\circ$C per 100 m to shift the location parameter ($\lambda$) in equation (2). Shifting $\lambda$ raises the elevation zone where rapid increases in peak SWE occur, reduces peak SWE in a systematic manner across all elevations, and is analogous to a warming-driven increase in the elevation of the snowline (Figure 2b). The greatest SWE reductions occur at low and middle elevations where temperatures would more frequently be above 0°C. Increases in precipitation at high elevations may partially offset the impacts of warming [Girotto et al., 2014; López-Moreno et al., 2013]. Our method for modeling the peak SWE-elevation relationship can be modified for anticipated changes in precipitation by modifying parameter $A$ in equation (2) and is flexible enough to accommodate a variety of warming and elevation-dependent changes to the peak SWE-elevation relationship.

2.3. Areal-Average Peak SWE Estimation for Simulated Elevation Distributions

Areal-average peak SWE for each of the 20,000 simulated elevation distributions was determined using the following formula:

\[
SWE = \sum_{i=1}^{n} SWE_{ij}(a_i)
\]

(3)
where $SWE_i$ is the peak SWE value at elevation $i$ and $a_i$ is the fraction of total watershed area at elevation $i$ ($i$ ranges from the minimum to maximum watershed elevation ($I$)). $SWE_i$ for each fraction of area ($a_i$) was determined using equation (2). Equation (3) was used for determining the current and potential future watershed areal-average peak SWE as described in section 2.6.

2.4. Current and Future Snowline Elevations

In landscapes experiencing seasonal snow cover, it is useful to evaluate the duration of snow cover as a function of elevation to understand elevation-dependent streamflow patterns [Tennant et al., 2015], wintertime biogeochemical fluxes [Brooks et al., 2011], and ecological sensitivities of mountain communities [Bales et al., 2006]. Closely linked to the duration of snow cover is the idea of a snowline elevation, which can be useful for characterizing catchment sensitivity to warming-driven hydrologic change. However, a robust definition of the snowline is difficult because of short-term (storm-driven) and long-term (interannual climate-driven) variability in the freezing elevation. Here we define the snowline as the elevation where there is a 50% probability of encountering $SWE > 0$ on an annual basis; elevations above this value would, on average, have snow cover at least 6 months of each year. This snowline definition has precedence [Hantel and Maurer, 2011] and designates elevations that have consistent wintertime snow cover from those that do not; other snowline definitions may be appropriate for different sensitivity assessments. We identified the average snowline elevation for water years 2004–2012 by calculating the probability of $SWE > 0$ for all elevations using SNODAS SWE and elevation grids of the same resolution. For the region of climatic characterization (Figure S1), the current snowline elevation is ~1980 m. Shifting the snowline upward using a typical lapse rate results in future snowline elevations of 2134, 2288, 2442, 2595, and 2749 m (for +1°C, 2°C, 3°C, 4°C, and 5°C, respectively).

2.5. Extent of Evergreen Forest

To link our rising snowline and snowpack loss simulations (section 2.2) to a landscape sensitivity, we defined the lower and upper extents of evergreen forest within the region of our peak SWE-elevation characterization. We focused on evergreen forests because of their sensitivity to changes in temperature and water availability [Salzer et al., 2009; Trujillo et al., 2012] and their importance to the hydrologic cycle [Goulden and Bales, 2014]. The lower and upper extents of evergreen forest were identified using 30 m resolution elevation data and land cover data from the 2011 National Landcover Database (NLD) [Jin et al., 2013]. We binned the elevations within the region used for climatic characterization (Figure S1) into 10 bins. The corresponding NLD cells that fell within each elevation bin were extracted and used to calculate the percentage that each land cover type composes within each respective elevation bin (Figure S5). The extent of evergreen forest is defined by the elevations of the lower and upper bins where evergreen forest composed the greatest percentage of land cover (Table S1). We evaluated a variety of bin sizes and found that increasing the number of bins had minimal effect on the elevations where evergreen forest was identified as the dominant land cover type.

2.6. Snowpack Sensitivity Metrics

To evaluate the sensitivity of the simulated watershed elevation distributions to warming-driven snowpack loss, we recalculated watershed areal-average peak SWE for a range of increased temperatures (+1°C to +5°C) using equations (2) and (3). Parameters in equation (2) were adjusted for each warming scenario as described above (section 2.2.3 and Figure 2b). Peak SWE loss for a given catchment was determined by differencing the current (+0°C) areal-average peak SWE from a modeled future value (e.g., +5°C). Calculating the area above the snowline (AAS) reveals the percentage of the watershed that maintains snow cover for at least 6 months. We calculated the percent loss in AAS for each warming increment. We report percent loss instead of area loss because the drainage areas of all the simulated elevation distributions are held constant (section 2.1.2).

3. Discussion of Simulation Results

3.1. Peak SWE Loss

Peak SWE losses are controlled by the location and scale parameters of the GEV elevation distributions. The pattern of peak SWE loss is nonlinear across the simulated elevation distributions and forms a parabolic pattern with respect to the location parameter (Figure 3a). The location parameter is the primary control on peak SWE loss while the scale parameter is a lesser, though consistent indicator of peak SWE loss. The greatest
losses occur in watersheds with location parameters between 1000 and 2000 m and with scale parameters less than ~300 m. Elevation distributions with higher scale parameters have lower SWE losses even if they are located between 1000 and 2000 m (Figure 3a). The role of large scale parameters in reducing peak SWE loss becomes increasingly apparent as warming progresses (Figure 3a, +5°C). For example, at +5°C warming, elevation distributions with scale parameters \( \geq 600 \) m have nearly 70 mm less peak SWE loss than watersheds with narrow-elevation distributions. These simulation results demonstrate that only watersheds with location parameters \( > 2000 \) m and a small number of watersheds located between 1000 and 2000 m with large-scale parameters \( \geq 500 \) m are resilient to significant warming. These catchments will serve as persistent water resources and be the most capable of sustaining ecosystems which depend on snow-dominated hydrology.

We performed multivariate regression analysis to quantify how elevation distributions influence the patterns of peak SWE loss (Table S1). For +1°C to +5°C, we used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to select the most parsimonious regression from all model subsets of the GEV parameters up to third-order GEV interactions (e.g., location\(^3\) or location \(\times\) shape\(^2\); all regressions had \( R^2 = 0.99 \)). The GEV elevation parameters that explained the most variance in peak SWE loss were location and scale. Of these regression parameters, location\(^2\) explained the majority of the variance in peak SWE loss across all warming scenarios. The variance explained by location\(^2\) and location\(^3\) increases with warming (Figure S6) and emphasizes the highly nonlinear, elevation-dependent response of peak SWE loss (Figure 3a). The GEV shape parameter was selected in each regression by BIC (Table S2), however, it explained <0.5% of the variance in peak SWE loss across all warming scenarios.

Figure 3. Catchment-wide predictions of (a and c) peak SWE loss and (b and d) loss of area above snowline (AAS) given +1°C to +5°C warming. Each point represents a Monte Carlo-simulated watershed elevation distribution, the location parameter \( \mu \) describes the central tendency and the scale parameter \( \sigma \) the variance of the individual distributions. The arrows in Figures 3a and 3b indicate the snowline elevation for each degree of warming. Simulations emphasize that catchment sensitivity varies with peak SWE loss or AAS loss and depends on the location \( \mu \) and scale \( \sigma \) parameters of each elevation distribution and the degree of warming. Horizontal bars in Figures 3c and 3d denote the range of elevations (990–2776 m) where evergreen forests are currently the dominant land cover, and the triangles show the midpoint (2240 m) of the elevation bin where evergreen forests reach their maximum percent cover.
The peak SWE loss results presented here demonstrate that multiparameter descriptions of elevation distributions will prove useful in estimating catchment sensitivity to snowpack loss. Our simulation results are consistent with Pederson et al. [2013] and Stewart [2009], showing that middle elevations are the most sensitive to warming-driven snowpack loss. We add to these results by demonstrating and quantifying the potential nonlinear, elevation-dependent response of mountain catchments to SWE loss (Figure 3a).

3.2. Area Above Snowline Loss

Patterns of area above snowline (AAS) loss are strongly influenced by the location of an elevation distribution relative to the elevation of the snowline. The greatest losses occur for watersheds centered just below the snowline elevation (Figure 3b). The scale parameter also plays an important role in regulating AAS loss. For example, in the +1°C warming scenario, AAS loss for elevation distributions centered just below the snowline can be as great as 100% for those with small variance in elevation (scale < 200 m), whereas those with larger variance (scale >500 m) experience AAS loss of less than 10%.

Warming causes the patterns of AAS loss to shift in complex ways. For example, the elevation zone where the greatest AAS losses are focused expands with warmer temperatures and the value of minimum AAS loss within this zone increases (Figure 3c). At +5°C, only a small number of watershed elevation distributions have not experienced significant AAS loss. These catchments have location parameters greater than ~2800 m and scale parameters less than 300 m. These AAS loss simulations reinforce that multiparameter descriptions of elevation distributions are crucial to characterizing catchment sensitivity to snowpack loss.

3.3. Potential Model Limitations

We expect our elevation-based framework to be widely applicable, but it may be ill suited for some locations or situations. The GEV PDF produces distributions that tend to be smoother than natural ones. Thus, catchments with strong asymmetry or bimodality in their elevation distributions may not be as well represented.

The peak SWE-elevation relationship used in our simulations involved large-scale spatial averaging, collapsing the many nonuniform physical processes (e.g., sublimation, wind redistribution, ablation, and avalanching) controlling the spatial distribution of SWE into a single, elevation-dependent metric. A central assumption is that the processes controlling the energy and mass balance over the years that are summarized by the peak SWE-elevation relationship can be shifted to represent future ones (e.g., Figure 2b). Because our framework is centered on fundamental principles like temperature lapse rate and orographic precipitation enhancement (see review in Roe [2005]), we assert that it provides adequate first-order estimates of watershed sensitivity to snowpack loss.

Our framework is intended to be applied at the intermediate watershed scale (50 km² to 1000 km²) because SWE amounts at these scales are dominantly influenced by the freezing level elevation, snowfall amounts, and available melt energy [Abatzoglou, 2011; Bradley et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011; Elder et al., 1998]. Variations in SWE at the hillslope to small-catchment (~0.5 to 10 km²) scales caused by drifting [Luce et al., 1998], interception by vegetation [Varhola et al., 2010], sublimation [Gustafson et al., 2010], and avalanching [Clark et al., 2011] are lumped in our functional relationship between peak SWE and elevation (Figure 2). Although these processes may govern SWE variability at smaller scales or when relief is less than ~200 m [Clark et al., 2011], we expect that at intermediate watershed scales and above, the model will perform well.

The results from our simulations are theoretical, and an important future step is to evaluate how well this characterization matches observed snowpack loss on the landscape. To rigorously evaluate our framework, long-term estimates of peak SWE that span large-elevation gradients from a number of different catchments having experienced a warming trend are needed. Lidar snow-on, snow-off depth estimates [Harpold et al., 2014] coupled with spatially extensive density measurements may soon provide data sets that allow a rigorous test of our framework.

3.4. Examples of Model Application

3.4.1. Watershed Sensitivity Analyses

Our results indicate that catchment sensitivity to warming depends on the elevation distribution of a watershed and which consequences are of greatest concern. For example, following +5°C of warming, the greatest peak SWE losses occur in watersheds centered at 1500 m; however, the greatest AAS losses occur around 2250 m. Therefore, catchment sensitivity needs to be clearly defined for particular management
needs or research questions. The framework and regression models presented here could be used to estimate the amount of peak SWE or AAS loss for a given amount of warming to identify which watersheds are most capable of sustaining snow-based water resources. Our framework is easily applied to categorize sensitive versus resilient watersheds or to prioritize the rehabilitation of habitat for snowmelt-dependent aquatic species. Our snowpack loss simulations offer a probability space of potential watershed responses to warming and could be used to focus the efforts of physically based models to identify mechanistic controls on watersheds that are expected to be either sensitive or resilient to warming.

3.4.2. Sensitivity of Evergreen Forests to Peak SWE and AAS Loss

We found that evergreen forests are the dominant land cover type within the sensitive middle elevations (1000–2000 m; Figure S5). Furthermore, the peak areal extent of evergreen forest cover was located between 2000 and 2400 m (Table S1); our AAS and peak SWE loss simulations (Figures 3c and 3d) indicate that these elevations will likely experience decreases in snow cover amount and duration. Trujillo et al. [2012] report that forest greenness, an indicator of forest health, is strongly correlated with peak SWE, and predict that middle-elevation mountain forests are highly sensitive to temperature increases. Our results confirm that middle elevations are highly sensitive to peak SWE loss but show that different watershed elevation distributions will likely exhibit different peak SWE losses, even if the mean catchment elevation (location) is held constant. Thus, some forested basins may be more sensitive or more resilient than expected if sensitivity were evaluated on their mean elevations alone. Further, because snow cover duration influences wintertime heterotrophic activity [Brooks et al., 2011], our AAS loss model could improve predictions of which catchments are most likely to experience decreased carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) cycling occurring during winter months (Figure 3d).

4. Conclusions

The expectation of future warming and strong anthropogenic and ecosystem ties to melt-supplied water sources drive the need to map the potential trajectories of snowpack loss in sensitive mountain catchments. The framework presented here provides a parsimonious method for characterizing the potential sensitivity of individual mountain catchments to snowpack loss.
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